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1. Objective
Femtosats have the potential to augment the data collection of interplanetary missions,
but their inherit power and spatial constraints limit the subsystems available for position
determination. Therefore, we propose using Doppler shift measurements, in conjunction
with a Kalman filter approach, to solve for their position and velocity over time.

3. Simulation
3.1 Simplifying Assumptions
• The observer and femto satellites are both in circular orbits around Titan.
• Both satellites are only experiencing the gravitational force of Titan and no other
external forces; thus the classic two-body equation of motion defines the trajectory.

Femtosat Initial State rx (0), km
Truth
1487.8
Initial “guess”
1637.8
Improved guess from NLS 1797.4
Solution from KF
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Solution error
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-1.004
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-1.5028
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3.3
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Initial position “guess” has error of 150 km in rx and ry position vector components,
whereas final solution has error less than 5 km in each component.

3.2 Generating Synthetic Measurements

4. Conclusions

2. Background

1. Using synthetically created data and simulation, we have demonstrated that Doppler
measurements observed by a host satellite allow for position estimation of a deployed
femtosatellite.

2.1 Motivation
If femtosats are to serve useful roles in future interplanetary missions, a position determination method is required, since any data they provide are only useful if the corresponding measurement location is known. However, current femtosat designs for
LEO (shown below) either have no navigation system or rely on GPS. Therefore, a
new approach is needed for small sats operating beyond the help of GPS.

2. Classic nonlinear least squares and Kalman filter techniques yield accurate initial state
estimates, even in the conditions of poor initial state guesses and noisy measurements.
3. By applying this position estimation technique, future exploration missions could augment the overall data collection by deploying a constellation of tiny femtosatellites to
achieve in-situ mapping of atmospheric properties or other scientific investigations.

3.3 Method
1. A small subset of measurements is processed using nonlinear least squares to improve upon the provided initial state guess.
Examples of recent femtosatellite designs: (Left) Artist’s conception of PUCP-SAT-1
and Pocket-PUCP in orbit [3] (Center) The Silicon Wafter Integrated Femtosatellite
(SWIFT) [2] (Right) The Sprite femtosatellite design by Cornell University [4]

2. Using this improved initial state guess, an extended Kalman filter processes all remaining measurements to estimate the state of the femtosatellite. This approach is
not new [1], but has been modified to rely on the Doppler shift measurement type
described in the previous section.

2.2 Case Study

3. When Titan obstructs line-of-sight between the two satellites, state estimation continues without measurements. This condition is illustrated in red in the right figure
above.

• We propose that orbit determination can be achieved from measurements of the femtosatellite’s transmitted signal Doppler shift, as observed by the deployer satellite.
• For this purposes of this study, we envision a conceptual mission where femtosats
are deployed from a host satellite orbiting Titan; see diagram below.

3.4 Results: Femtosat Position Estimate Error

• We then apply a Kalman filter orbit determination algorithm to solve for the femtosatellites’ positions over time.
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• In this context, we model the orbital dynamics of the satellites and generate synthetic
Doppler shift measurements.
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4. This approach is applicable to Earth orbits as well; a LEO case study is included in the
paper.
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All three plots above have two markers. The yellow diamond indicates the time of
most negative Doppler shift measurement. The orange diamond indicates the time of
the last measurement received.

